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Motivation

● Probe ViT intermediate features.
and draw parallels to CNN where relevant

● Understand impact of design elements 
Architecture choices and 
training scheme.



What aspects does this paper probe at a high level?

- Internal representation of ViT and how it compares to 
CNN?

- How is this affected by skip connections in the ViT design?
- What happens if we remove skip connections in a few block?

Skip connections
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How do we compare two trained neural networks? 

● Interaction between model architecture, objective, optimizer and data

● Structure of data

Comparing learnt representations is one way to understand networks

Intractable !!



Comparing representations - CKA

Slide adapted from Similarity of Neural Network Representations Revisited



Normalise so it is not affected by amplitude of features

Slide adapted from Similarity of Neural Network Representations Revisited



Gram matrices are centered by H in practice

Slide adapted from Similarity of Neural Network Representations Revisited

Centers each column 
of L by subtracting 
mean

Centers each row 
of L by subtracting 
mean



What does CKA of a model trained from different 
initialisation look like?

Slide adapted from Similarity of Neural Network Representations Revisited



What patterns can we observe when we compare features 
from different networks?

Slide adapted from Similarity of Neural Network Representations Revisited



What patterns can we observe when we compare features 
from different networks?

Slide adapted from Similarity of Neural Network Representations Revisited

Redundant features across layers -> drop in performance 

Model 
accuracy for 
classifier at 

different 
layers
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Representation Structure of ViTs and Convolutional Networks

● How are representations propagated within the two architectures？
○ Compute CKA similarities between every pair of layers X, Y 
○ ViTs have highly similar representations throughout the model
○ ResNet models show much lower similarity between lower and higher layers



Representation Structure of ViTs and Convolutional Networks

● Cross-model comparisons
○ Lower 1/2 of ResNet layers ～ the lowest quarter of ViT layers
○ The remaining half of the ResNet ～ the next third of ViT layers
○ Highest ViT layers dissimilar to lower and higher ResNet layers



Representation Structure of ViTs and Convolutional Networks

● ViT lower layers compute representations in a different way to lower layers in 
the ResNet

● ViT also more strongly propagates representations between lower and higher 
layers 

● The highest layers of ViT have quite different representations to ResNet.



Local and Global Information in Layer Representations

● How much global information is aggregated by early self-attention layers in 
ViT? 

● Are there noticeable resulting differences to the features of CNNs, which have 
fixed, local receptive fields in early layers?



Local and Global Information in Layer Representations

● Analyzing Attention Distances
○ How much local vs global information is aggregated
○ Compute the pixel distance it attends to, weighted by the attention weights
○ Sort heads by their average attention distance for the two lowest and two highest layers



Local and Global Information in Layer Representations

● Analyzing Attention Distances
○ lower ViT layers attend both locally and globally
○ higher layers attend entirely globally



Local and Global Information in Layer Representations

● Analyzing Attention Distances
○ Training only on ImageNet
○ With less training data, lower attention layers do not learn to attend locally
○ Worse performance suggests that incorporating local features may be important.



Local and Global Information in Layer Representations

● Does access to global information result in different features (ViT vs ResNets)?
○ Take subsets of the ViT attention heads from the first encoder block (local&global)
○ Compute CKA similarity between these subsets and the lower layer representations of 

ResNet.



Local and Global Information in Layer Representations

● Does access to global information result in different features?
○ monotonic decrease in similarity as mean attention distance grows
○ more global information leads to quantitatively different features than the lower layers of the 

ResNet.



Local and Global Information in Layer Representations

● Effective Receptive Fields
○ Define: the absolute value of the gradient of the center location of the feature map with respect 

to the input. 
○ Both become more global; ViT: strong dependence on their center patch due to their strong 

residual connections



Representation Propagation through Skip Connections

● ViTs learn different representations to ResNets in lower layers due to access 
to global information.

● However, the highly uniform nature of ViT representations (Figure 1) also 
suggests lower representations are faithfully propagated to higher layers. But 
how does this happen?



Representation Propagation through Skip Connections

transformation of z_i from the long branch (i.e. MLP 
or self-attention)

Skip connections hidden representation of the ith layer coming from 
the skip connection

High ratio norm means skip connection plays an important 
role; Low ratio norm means long branch is important.



Representation Propagation through Skip Connections

● The ratio norms for the first few tokens (token 0 is CLS)
● In the 1st half of the network

○ The CLS token is primarily propagated by the skip connection branch (high norm ratio)
○ Spatial token representations mainly come from the long branch 

● Strikingly, in the second half of the network, this is reversed.



Representation Propagation through Skip Connections

● Averaged ratio norms over all tokens.
● Much higher norm ratios for ViT 
● Phase transition from CLS to spatial 

token propagation (shown for the MLP 
and self-attention layers.)



Representation Propagation through Skip Connections

● ViT Representation Structure without Skip Connections
○ Performance drop of 4% 
○ Removing the skip connections in a block partitions the layer representations on either side
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Spatial Information and Localization

● Preservation of spatial information at high layers
● Important for localization-sensitive tasks (e.g. detection)
● Compare token representation in final layers of ViT vs ResNet

○ ViT token spatial location: corresponding input patch
○ ResNet token spatial location: convolution channels at spatial location

● Compare CKA scores of different patches in different spatial locations



Spatial Information and Localization

● CKA similarity heatmaps between 
token representation and input 
images

● ViT has more faithful spatial 
representation in final blocks, 
ResNet less spatially 
discriminative

● Caveat: ResNet trained for 
classification has global average 
pooling whereas ViT has 
classification (CLS) token



Spatial Information and Localization

● More fair comparison to ResNet: ViT with GAP instead of CLS
● Less localization than before



Spatial Information and Localization

● Earlier ResNet 
layers show better 
localization than final 
layer



Spatial Information and Localization: Linear Probes

● Linear probe: linear regression from representation to classification target
● Highly localized token representations have insufficient data for good 

classification performance
● Better linear probe performance indicates more global view



Spatial Information and Localization: Linear Probes



Effect of Scale on Transfer Learning

● Investigate similarity of token representation after training with different 
dataset sizes

● Early layers have higher similarity, later layers have lower similarity
● Unsurprisingly, later layers and larger models require more data to be similar 

to version trained on full dataset



Effects of Scale on Transfer Learning



Effects of Scale on Transfer Learning

● Use linear probes to compare intermediate representations when pre-trained 
on ImageNet vs JFT

● Pre-training on JFT produces more informative intermediate representations
● Larger networks produce more informative intermediate representations when 

trained on JFT



Effects of Scale on Transfer Learning



Summary

● Strong localization suggests good potential for localization-sensitive tasks
● Larger ViT models have more informative intermediate representations but 

also require more data


